
Easy Feeling 

Verse 1 
I always seem to find myself where I used to be, no direction as I walk relentlessly 
My feet are tired and my soles are wearing thin, confliction is a curse of life that comes  
from deep within, and that’s alright, yeah that’s alright 

Verse 2 
Got a noisy shoulder with quite a pretty face, pulling on my coat tails and slowing down 
my pace 
Haloing horizon means a town is growing near, where the voices are so loud that mine 
are all I care hear, and I don’t fight, no i don’t fight 

 Chorus 1 
 I made this bed to sleep in, sometimes it breaks my heart 
 Welcome an easy feeling, and make a better place to start 

Verse 3 
Cobwebs in my makers, are sticking to the walls, I scrub them till my fingers bleed but 
still the curtain falls 
Running from a shadow while connected at the knee, questioning the features for so 
long I fail to see they come from light, they come from light 

 Chorus 2 
 I made this bed to sleep in, sometimes it breaks my heart 
 Welcome an easy feeling, and make a better place to start 

Verse 4 
Got a lot of cargo to deliver up the hill, quite a heavy load to bear the burden no one will 
Message for the people, who sleep beneath the tree, waiting for the fruit to fall will never 
help to see the ends in sight, the ends in sight 

 Chorus 1 
 Chorus 2 
______________________________________________________________________ 

New Day 

Verse 1 
It’s just the way of the world they say 
The sun goes down and the afternoon it fades away 
The wind blows cold from the hills to the valley below 
And everybody stands around just to watch the show.. and they say 

 Chorus 1 
 That’s just the way it is, it’s always gonna be this way 



 Doesn’t matter how hard you try, the nights coming for you any way 
 Bringing on a new day, but it’s the same old story 
 When I wake up tomorrow maybe this won’t look the same 

Verse 2 
If you can see me running, don’t try and stop me 
The fog ain’t lifting and we got somewhere to be 
If you can see me drifting, it leaves me begging 
For a breeze to came and clear the skies so we can finally see.. so you know you better 

 Chorus 2 
 Hold on tight because the hurricane is coming 
 Category 5 will wipe away 
 Bringing on a new day, but its the same old story 
 When I wake up tomorrow maybe this won’t feel the same  

Verse 3 
If you can see me swimming, with no sign of stopping 
Going with the flow I ain’t got no time to waste 
If you can see me flying, above the ground I’m floating 
When I turn around the cold wind is blowing on my face.. so you better 

 Chorus 3 
 Hold on tight because the hurricane is coming 
 The night sweeps in just to wash the day away 
 Bringing on a new day, but its the same old story 
 When I wake up tomorrow maybe this won’t look the same 

Verse 4 
If you can see me standing here so proudly 
Digging my roots deep into the ground 
You can hear it roaring, the earth is quaking 
The storm is always further when you’re listening for the sound.. so you better 

 Chorus 4  
 Hold on tight because the hurricane is coming 
 Category 5 will wipe away 
 Bringing on a new day, but its the same old story 
 When I wake up tomorrow maybe this won’t be the same 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Thank You For Me 

Verse 1 
Its hard to walk the line, with slopes slipping on opposing sides, as the ridge top keeps 
winding down 



At stake to lose or gain, do your best just to maintain, willing to swear your life so not to 
stray 
A blinded eye is a focused eye and can read between the lines of words engraved 

Verse 2 
At first you don’t expect, a spitting image to reflect on the waves in which your life 
accompanies 
Embrace your soul to find your surrounded by a loving kind, break down all the walls 
that once confined 
Makes the sour sweet and ragged beautiful, my oh my 

 Chorus 1 
 It’s been so much longer than I remember, sometimes I still await your call 
 Never had a chance to show you how it came to be, so I thank, I thank you,  
 thank you for me 

Verse 3 
A waking mind will gaze, blank slate when questions raise, its a momentary overlapping 
phase 
You’ll find the answers lie, imbedded in the deepest signs, the circus can distract an 
active mind 
Brightest lights will dim to cue the melody, when you arrive 

 Chorus 1 
 It’s been so much longer than I remember, sometimes I still await your call 
 Never had a chance to show you how it came to be, so I thank, I thank you,  
 thank you for me 

 Chorus 2 
 Reaching out to touch you but the distance stays the same, I’ll be damned if I let  
 a little speed bump stop this train 
 Never had a chance to show you how it came to be, so I thank, I thank you,  
 thank you for me 
 Never had a chance to show you how it came to be, so I thank, I thank you,  
 thank you for me 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Land Mines 

Verse 1 
I started to remember at 3 years old, me, my brother’s axe and toad,  
Open halves hit a chilly brain, stained it like a window pane 
We ran to the kitchen but we didn’t know why, it was the first time we had  
crossed the line, the first time we had tempted fate, first edition of mistakes 
Growing older’s been the same old tale, like the barrel of a gun that never fails, recoil 
makes you lose your feet, blast you back into the deep 



To those who point the finger, I say, “a mirror would suit well,” if living life is sinning I will 
pack my bags for hell! 

 Chorus 
 Been running from the truth, but it’s never behind ya 
 Gunning it to 88 and still it’s bound to find ya 
 The green eyes of envy entertain a losing game 
 Take my advise, those dice will never change 

 We all have the power, to alleviate the hate 
 Together we can hang it on the line to propagate 
 So if seeing is believing, then take a look around 
 The mines we scatter across the land are breaking through the    
 ground 

Verse 2 
Ever since there’s been a pulse in my vein, I rang the bell and hit sustain, My momma 
sat me down and she said to me “speak it as it needs to be” 
It was the best advice I had got in my life, to clean the slate and ease the strife, please 
the eager and plant the seed, grow it for the world to see 
Now that tree stands tall in the desert, but in the forest its profound 
Bones upon the surface soil supporting life aground 
The brightest flames won’t hesitate to burn it down half as long 
The brightest flames will resonate the longest when they’re gone 

 Chorus 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Forward Motion 
  
 Chorus 
 Forward motion, forward motion in me 
 Forward motion, forward’s all I see 
 Forward Motion, forward motion in me 
 (I can’t)  Let my emotions get the best of me 

Verse 1 
We’re all human moving at a speed, naturally 
I kick push forward rapidly, map and lead 
Right foot, left foot, check your direction 
Forward motion, step with conviction 

We’re all human moving at a speed, plant a seed 
Press to do better, and succeed, never treasure fantasies 
Future schooling, tutors learning, lesson progression of a person 
Planet spinning, not the beginning, off this rock we’ll be ascending 



Let go of feelings that keep holding you from moving forward 
Stepping backward we don’t need that positive feedback keep propelling 
Ain’t no telling where you’ll end up if you keep on moving 
Water gotta flow like fabric, can’t live off a lake if it’s stagnant 

Bacteria growth is gross, you can’t drink it, giardia, put you in the sink, sick 
Recovery of your anatomy, bodily fluids, astronomy movements 
The earth orbits the sun, and the sun hula hoops the earth 
In a spiral galaxy spun we move and loop throughout the universe 

 Chorus 

Verse 2 
Even when I close my eyes its forward that I see 
The trees are blurring into lines that blind peripherally  
The rock on which we move and breath is anything but free 
Slave to the sun and galaxy 

Well it’s pullin’ and-a pullin’ and-a pullin’ you back and the paths been bogging you down 
Given time your feet will find a firmer piece of ground 
Pushing and-a pushin’ and-a pushin’ your luck till you don’t know where to be 
Straight ahead, one step two times, find it naturally 

 Chorus 

Verse 3 
My mind is spinning round like a top, I gotta keep on moving no I just can’ t stop 
Its like everyday trying to push on through, no time like the present gotta pay my dues 
Said the futures’ right now In the palm of my hand, no brakes just gas is the master plan 
I stay so fresh like Im irish spring, I got this beat in my heart and a song to sing 

I keep pushing and-a pushing no holding it back, move forward till I’m done is my plan 
of attack  
I got no time just to sit an relax, all my people can you feel me from the front to the back 
Keep pushing and-a pushing and-a pushing it good, music pumping so hard like I wish 
you would 
I ain’t never gonna stop till its understood, UJ’s in the house motherfucker whats good, 
sing 

 Chorus 

 Chorus  (with claps) 

 Chorus 

______________________________________________________________________ 



Restless and Willing 

Verse 1 
Here we go again its 2 a.m. and our minds are racing, haven’t got a clue,  
what to do, or what time we’re leaving 
Hurry up and wait the likes of us can soon relate, got a bone to pick but the  
lights have made the pickin’ slim 
We’re off-sailing away on a ship of foolish paper bags, no need to dress her up in amber 
linens 
How high can the mountain climb before it up and tares the sky, guess we’ll never know 
unless we try 

 Chorus 
 So pass the bottle, call your friends, we’re gonna paint this town red   
 again, last ones awake when the sun comes spilling 
 The more the better, in the end, plenty of time for sleeping when her   
 warm and open arms have started chilling… Restless and Willing 

Verse 2 
We’re on our way, loose ends we’ve tied have begun to fray, half a mile from 
everywhere but we never get there 
Careening towards uncertainty we bank right in the nick of time by the skin of our teeth, 
the monkey on our back tends to agree 
We reach the place in seven score, where the only chairs are a padded floor, we fit right 
in before we crossed the door 
So let’s hit the point of no prevail, the point where our inhibitions fail, and me, I’ve got a 
thrust that could drown a whale! 

 Chorus / Instrumental / Chorus 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Take a Minute 

Verse 1 
Some people paint their pictures, while living on the page 
Makes life better when things are wetter, there’s never signs of age 
In a world thats changing, you know the colors can bleed together 
Find your key for clarity, and keep it close forever 

Verse 2 
There’s, hungry people on the street, holding signs that say they’re dying 
While the fat and happy cats are stretched out upon their perch with pride 
I don’t know, how they got there, and I’m losing sense for trying 
I found a cure that is sure to leave you with roses on your mind 

 Chorus 



 She’s not too tall, not too thin, not quite sure, where to begin 
 Perfect for, what’s in store, and the state of life I’m in 
 So take a minute to repay all the lovin’ that she gave 
 Cuz when the levy breaks the water, is gonna wash it all away 

Verse 3 
You know there’s roads a-crumbling, because of fault line traffic 
And the cookie cutter cities are falling victim to the sea 
The strongest gale force winds, are no match for her magic 
Through her eye the sun is shinning down on me 

 Chorus 

Verse 4 
There’s holy people waging wars against their very own brothers 
Because a book with all the answers claims to force the sword in peace 
In all the madness you can’t tell one from another 
I’ve got a cure that is sure to lift your thorny crown with ease 

 Chorus 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 The Game 

Its just a game, its just a game 
And it aint easy, no it aint easy no no 

Verse 1 
But it stays the same, everyday we got bills to pay  
They never go away and they say, that its necessary  
But you know you got to get your hustle on if your gonna eat today 
And I know that you know its getting hard around here trying to live this way 

 Chorus 
 Because its hard our here for a pimp, its hard out here for a pimp 
 And it aint easy, no it aint easy no no 

Verse 2 
There was a time when everything flowed like wine, 
We didn’t have to worry which parts were yours and mine 
We had enough to go around, and everybody feels just fine, just fine 
But those times are over now lord knows, I gotta get back to the grind, just like my 
momma said, she said 

 Chorus 



Verse 3 
There’ll come a time, when your life can push rewind, 
Get your feet back on the ground, making up for your precious time 
You’ll have enough to go around, spreading your love to the passers by  
And when the skies are crying out, oh lord, remember theres always a better time, just 
like my momma said she said 

 Chorus / Bridge / Instrumental 

Verse 4 
But it stays the same, everyday we got bills to pay  
They never go away and they say, that its necessary  
But you know you got to get your hustle on if your gonna eat today 
And I know that you know its getting hard around here trying to live this way 
  
 Chorus (ext.) it ain’t east, it ain’t easy… 
______________________________________________________________________ 

Fill Me Up 

Verse 1 
I was minding my own business when it all just up and changed, seemed the world 
around was crumbling 
Going through the motions never seems to be deranged until the thread unwinds and 
coils up again 
We can’t slow down and we can’t pump the breaks, because they’re locking up on me 
out there for everyone to see 
Together we can navigate the steepest grade in a hydroplane with momentum building, 
momentum building 

Verse 2 
Sometimes it’s far too dark to see, like a blanket pulling over me, when it’s time to pay 
the fiddler I will greet him happily 
I’ve seen sunny days and I’ve seen the darkest shades of grey, but nothing can contend 
with what she’s given to me 
The path you choose to take and all the loving that you make will build you up or burry 
you six feet in the ground 
Home is what you make it, as long as you can take it, home to me is where she can be 
found 

 Chorus 
 So fill me to the brim because contentment is a sin, I’ll drink it down, and fill it up  
 again 
 Push my worries to the side so happy tears can satisfy the hunger, that I feel  
 within 



 Fill me to the breaking point where nothing can contain all the pressure that is  
 building pains 
 When my mouth is dry I can rely on you, to fill me up, to fill me up 

 Instrumental / Chorus 

Verse 3 
I was minding my own business when it all just up and changed, seemed the world 
around was crumbling 
Going through the motions never seems to be deranged until the thread unwinds and 
coils up again 
We can’t slow down and we can’t pump the breaks, because they’re locking up on me 
out there for everyone to see 
Together we can navigate the steepest grade in a hydroplane with momentum building, 
momentum building 
Momentum building (momentum building) momentum building (momentum building) 
momentum building (momentum building) momentum building (momentum building) 
______________________________________________________________________ 

There’s a Place 

Verse 1 
Its early morning, theres a feeling in the air, grey clouds escape you and then  
disappear 
Sounds awaken, giving rhythm to the day before you, find the beat, it’ll open up your  
mind 
It’s all around you, the origins are undistinguished, tune in to find your frequency 
It’s peaking and its ringing in your head, two takes to find stability 

 Chorus 
 There are places in this world, beyond the gold and pearls, where life just seems  
 to know 
 Treasures there depend on both eyes to behold, wondering if this is the  
 place 

Verse 2 
So familiar, the sun it will deceive, you feel her burning stare through stages of relief 
Building tension, pushes forces back and forth before you, send it back home to the reef 
Sound the signal, theres warning signs above, take cover because they’re waiting, 
they’re waiting 
They’ll pick it from your hands, they’ll hover happily, chase the dream across the sea 

 Chorus 
 Instrumental / 1/2 Chorus 
______________________________________________________________________ 



Learning Curve 

Verse 1 
Spare change sittin’ on the counter, like a dime, nickel, penny and a quarter 
The count gets less as I get older, my bills get taller but my pay is shorter 

 Pre-Chorus 
 All I wanna see, is a time when we can catch up to the learning curve 
 All I wanna see, is a time when we can catch up to the learning curve 
 But nothings ever free, nothings ever free 

 Chorus 
 I used to think that I could fly, when I had that dream 
 When I flew way to high I, lost my wings 
 Addiction, affliction, eviction, suspicion, hadn’t found me yet 
 And all I ever needed to get high, was a swing set 

Verse 2 
I used to have a He-Man lunchbox 
With the Thermos™ brand thermos on the inside 
Now it’s just an old To-Go box 
And a lonely empty bottle by my bedside 

 Pre chorus 

 Chorus / Jam / Chorus


